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This unique hybrid of text and readings combines the major writings of sociologyÃ¢â‚¬Â²s core

classical and contemporary theorists with an historical as well as theoretical framework for

understanding them. This novel approach provides students the analytical guidance necessary to

interpret the readings. No other theory text combines such "student-friendly" explanation and

analysis with original theoretical works.
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"...the readers will be quite appealing to both students and instructors - much better than what is

currently available." -- Julie Harms Cannon "I am very impressed by the coverage in this reader. I

think the selections are excellent for both the classical and contemporary time periods." -- James P.

Marshall "I am thrilled by the hybrid approach. I think the authors' approach is right on - they are

right: we do need a reader which has solid primary source material but is embedded in historical

and theoretical discussion and explication. I think the text/reader combination is highly attractive -

especially for professors teaching at big public institutions I think this approach will be happily

received and widely appreciated." -- Phil Zuckerman "The format of this text is exceptional, and on

that the discipline sorely needs. The authors present thorough biographical and historical

backgrounds relevant to each theorist and her/his theories. I believe this is essential to learning and

understanding theory...the authors use examples that will aid students in shaping their ability to see

theory in their lives." -- Chris Ponticelli
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her/his theories. I believe this is essential to learning and understanding theoryÃ¢â‚¬Â¦the authors

use examples that will aid students in shaping their ability to see theory in their lives.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Chris

Ponticelli 2008-02-01)Ã¢â‚¬Å“I am thrilled by the hybrid approach. I think the authorsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢

approach is right on Ã¢â‚¬â€œ they are right: we do need a reader which has solid primary source

material but is embedded in historical and theoretical discussion and explication. I think the

text/reader combination is highly attractive Ã¢â‚¬â€œ especially for professors teaching at big

public institutions I think this approach will be happily received and widely appreciated.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Phil

Zuckerman 2008-02-01)Ã¢â‚¬Å“I am very impressed by the coverage in this reader. Ã‚Â I think the

selections are excellent for both the classical and contemporary time periods.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (James P.

Marshall 2008-02-01)Ã¢â‚¬Å“Ã¢â‚¬Â¦the readers will be quite appealing to both students and

instructors Ã¢â‚¬â€œ much better than what is currently available.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (Julie Harms Cannon

2008-02-01)

This was a book selected by my professor for a Sociology course during summer semester. I was

excited to read this book but with summer courses being faster paced I found it a bit challenging to

grasp some of the material. What material I did grasp was truly interesting. I would have to agree

with another person's review that they didn't have many feminist theorists like they should have.

Regardless it was a very interesting book and I would recommend it to anyone who is truly

interested in the Sociology field.

It is a good book and I love the fact that I can rent this instead of spending hundreds if I had to buy it

new. I learned a lot from this book and glad I was able to rent instead of buy!

excellent product

Great book. Chapter on Critical Theory (The Frankfurt Institute for Social Research) is a bit too

abbreviated and seems a little too short and does not contain a full focus on the positive

contributions The Frankfurt School has had on society.

Received, thank you



It's a hard read but also a good read. The theory isn't "dumbed down" and can be intimidating.

Theory is hard any way you read it ;)

Just another course book without straight answers...

Could be written better
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